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Spring Sale Fast
Approaching!
By Gary Guglielmino

Start thinking about your inventory and production—the Spring
Sale is rapidly coming our way.
This year the Spring Sale is
scheduled to happen over the
first weekend in May, May 2-4.
Some of the setup and drop-off
activities will happen during the
final few days of April! Does it
seem like this year is already
flying by? Many people at the
CAG Open Meeting mentioned
the high quality of the work being
done by many of the newer CAG
members. The sale is a chance
to show off your work. So make
this an opportunity to improve, try
that glaze you’ve been thinking
about, or spend the extra time on
your handles, bowls, or whatever.
The Board was faced with a great
deal of difficulty finding someone
to run the Spring Sale. Trying
to make the job somewhat less
complex and time consuming,
the Board decided to put on a
less elaborate sale this spring
and call it a true “studio sale.”
Finally three gallant volunteers
agreed to work together to chair
the sale: Rob Savre, our CAG
President, Zoe Carpenter and
Beryl Snyder
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Flora and Fauna Contest
By Linda Shubin

The 2014 CAG Flowers, Feathers and Fur (aka Flora
and Fauna Contest) was a huge success and great fun.
Ann Henderson started the contest in 2004 and this year the 38
entries set the record for highest ever!
The fauna included snakes, chickens, rabbits, frogs, an octopus, fish,
birds and a bee hive. Leaves, vines, calla lilies, bark, stones and one
gargoyle were some of the entries in the flora category.
When it came to voting for the People’s Choice Award, the moans and
groans were loud, “too hard to pick just one!” The overall feeling of the
crowd was our studio is jam packed with extremely talented people.
Thanks to Beryl Snyder for doing a wonderful job chairing the
committee. Bette Sindzinski helped set up, and the goodies were
great, thanks to Ana Barreto, the new hospitality
chair.
James Whiting, Ceramic Artist and Studio
Manager of Berkeley Potters Studio was our
judge.
Best Functional piece went to Alice Lasky’s
teapot (photo at right). James liked the overall
easy lines of the piece. He said he probably has
twenty-five teapots, but
only uses three. Alice’s
would be in that group of three. She glazed
with Tenmoku and used rutile and colemanite
overglaze to brush a bamboo design over it.
Best Sculptural piece went to Ann Merideth’s
llama (at left), which was also the crowd
favorite. James liked its whimsical personality
with its right leg a bit off to the side. Best
Theme piece also went to Ann Merideth’s
hedgehog. Her use of an ordinary shape to
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Message from the Prez...
Spring is approaching, and signs are being seen
everywhere. We are finally getting some rain, the
hills are greening up and the trees are blooming.
Changes are already underway in the studio as
well. Have you ever seen so much RED POTTERY
in the studio? Thank Roger Yee for attending so
closely to the kilns, and getting that beautiful reduction chemical
reaction that we love. And the timeline for pottery turnaround is so
much faster.
Other changes we can see. Thank you Beryl Snyder and Aletha
Biedermann-Wiens for cleaning and organizing the library. Risking all
without a haz-mat suit! Our collection of Master Potter works are now
washed and displayed in cleaned and organized display cases. Take
time to look at the quality of the work the Master Potters shared now
that there is no coating of dust. They are truly a one-of-a-kind collection.
Our in-house display is updated in the Library window, thank you to
our new In-house Exhibit Chair, Ismael Palomero. He is also the
monitor Saturday 12-4 so say “Hello” to him when in the studio.
Gary Guglielmino has served as Librarian and will now focus his
attention to our Sale and Membership Database. Thank you, Gary!
Our new Librarian is Aletha Biedermann-Wiens. We thank her
for her two years of dedication as Treasurer, and she is a wealth
of information having worked for large non-profit organizations in
the past. Our new Treasurer is Kimbal Aureguy. Kimball has been
around the studio for a long time and is a great addition to our Board.
We also now have the following chairs:
Outside Exhibits: Jackie Gerry
Financial Assistance and Scholarships: Betsy Kaye
Facility Safety/ Maintenance & Marketing: Maryanne Sullivan
Hospitality: Ana Barreto
Sales (Co-Chairs): Beryl Snyder, Zoe Carpenter, Rob Savre
Technology: Terry Cullen
CAG Donations: Bette Sindzindski
Thank you Bette Sindzindski for all your hard work, planning and
managing the successful sales for so long. Beryl, Zoe and I will be working
closely with you to hold our Spring Sale in May at the studio. Please find
more on that, and our Holiday Sale, in this edition of the newsletter.
We still have a few positions vacant, and I will be emailing requests
for those positions soon. THANK YOU to all the CAG Membership,
for your help keeping our program vibrant. ROB
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SPRING SALE
continued from front page

Details of the sale are still being
ironed out, but the usual setup,
drop-off, sale, and cleanup activities will occur, and the sale will
continue to be held right in the
Clay Arts Studio as usual. Signup
sheets for artists and volunteer
positions will be appearing in
the studio soon. With a likely
improvement in the weather by
then, and no skating rink, the sale
will be a chance to showcase and
sell your work.

CONTEST continued from front page

form an animal was key to his selection. James liked the abstract
aspect of Ann’s art and its simplicity.
Best Use of Glaze went to Zoe Carpenter’s large oblong leaf bowl. He
liked the patterning she created and thought the bowl functional and
decorative. She used under glazes along with Graybird and Yellowbird.
James also liked Chip Parham’s vase, Beryl Snyder’s garden post
piece and Pam Bivin’s sculpture vase piece. Runners up in the
popular category were Pam Bivin’s small
bird, Mimi Wild’s rattlesnake, and Karen
Horn’s animal totem.

The pieces are on display in our newly
located CAG display case. Thanks to Ismael
Without some leadership, the Polarmo, our new display chair, for the artful
Spring Sale may have been arrangement.
called off. We owe a great deal
of thanks to these three for stepping up to allow the sale to happen. Please do your share when
asked to volunteer—and start
thinking about what you plan to
sell!

(above) Contest Organizer,
Beryl Snyder
(left)
James
Whiting looks
over the entries.

Spring Sale

(below) Showcase display

May 2 ~ 4
Ceramic
Studio &
Shadelands
Campus
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CAG Holiday Sale Moves
to Shadelands
By Gary Guglielmino

For several months the CAG Board has been discussing the possibility of moving the Holiday Sale to
the Shadelands Art Center on the corner of Ygnacio Valley Road and Wiget Lane. At the last Board
meeting the topic was discussed again, and the
decision was made to have the Holiday Sale at the organizes the sale, including the publicity, accountShadelands Art Center, joining the rest of the artists ing, and arranges for artist volunteers as needed.
in the Civic Arts Education program.
So a lot of the infrastructure of the sale would be
handled, or at least arranged, by Christie. She is well
The idea of moving the Holiday Sale developed as known to several of the “senior” artists at CAG, all
a result of conversations between Bette Sindzinski of whom felt she was a great help, good organizer,
and Linda Johnson, the new director of the Civic and a hard worker.
Arts Education program. Hopefully Bette will be
describing the entire reasoning behind the move There are some potential downsides to the move to
in an upcoming issue of Kiln’ Time—but for now, a Shadelands. Possibly some of our loyal customer
brief rundown of the thinking.
base may be lost in the move to the new location.
Hopefully, with plenty of notice and signage, this
First of all, CAG has been concerned about the can be minimized. Also, there is a charge to display
presence of the skating rink on our Holiday Sale work at Shadelands: $30 for a 3X6 table (which
proceeds and participation. Obviously being at the can be split among several artists). I think that is a
Shadelands Art Center gets us out of the shadow reasonable price to pay for what will be a lot less
of the ice rink, and will provide better parking and a work on our part. Apparently these tables are all
much larger crowd of potential customers.
covered with black tablecloths, under which boxes
of additional sale pieces can be stored—when a
The amount of work necessary to organize and piece is sold, volunteers bring out another piece to
deliver a truly first class sale has become quite put on display. It sounds pretty simple. There are
large. Even with the help of the entire CAG family, probably other issues that will have to be ironed
a lot of people spend a huge amount of time on our out—but we have the time to make it right.
Holiday sale. Fortunately Bette (and others) have
been willing to lead those efforts over the past four Overall, then, the Shadelands move presents us
sales. We all know that those efforts really paid off with an opportunity to display our work to a larger
in terms of a beautiful layout, good organization, crowd in a nicer environment with better parking, no
great CAG participation, and good sales. Currently, ice rink and the chance to join with other artists in
though, no one has stood up to try to fill Bette’s big what is already a very successfully managed retail
shoes—figuratively speaking, that is
event. Clearly, the amount of time and effort to support the sale will be more manageable for everyone
The Shadelands Art Center has a number of things in CAG. All CAG artists will be welcomed. At this
in its favor as a venue for our sale. First of all, there point, there just doesn’t seem to be a major downis plenty of room to accommodate our potters in ad- side to joining the other CAE artists at Shadelands.
dition to the other artists who have always sold there. If you have questions or concerns about the move,
For many years the City of Walnut Creek has hired I suggest you speak to the CAG President Rob
Christina Ferrell to coordinate the Shadelands Art Savre, or have a conversation with Bette Sindzinski.
Sale, which she has done very successfully. Christie
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Ismael Palomero, In-house Exhibit Chair
By Numo Jaeger

Ismael Palomero is chair of orchestrating the in-house exhibits, the
CAG case in the studio and the
library window; he is also Saturday
afternoon lab monitor. He is passionate about working with clay,
practicing his ceramic techniques,
improving his skills here at the
Walnut Creek Civic Art Studio. He
has found that being the lab monitor and taking classes help keep
his inspiration and motivation high.
While we were sitting at the canvascovered table in the hand-building
area of the studio, volunteers were setting up the
Flora and Fauna ceramics contest. Having the time
and opportunity to work on his own clay pieces is
first and foremost on his mind, and it was obvious
he was itching to get up and look more closely at the
pieces for the contest that were being assembled.

in his garage.

After college they moved to a small
village of about 200 people just
outside of Cambridge, England.
Ismael found work as a city bus
driver, and his wife landed a job
as an accountant. He worked for
the bus company for about 5 years
until the couples’ first daughter
came along. He has been a stayat-home-dad ever since then. Being a stay-at-home-dad provided
many positive benefits; he grew
a vegetable garden and raised
chickens in a fenced-off area of the
home’s backyard and had a studio

Two years ago they sold their house in the village
outside of Cambridge, packed up their bags and
moved to the US. Ismael was in charge of finding a good place to live. He explained that, “San
Francisco is not that different from the UK. The UK
I asked him about the pieces just out of the kiln doesn’t have crime the way SF and Oakland do. I
he was holding in his hand, commenting that they liked Concord; it felt like a safe place for my wife
were nice. He told me he was experimenting with and children.” He chose Concord.
brushwork. Long tendrils of grass graced the bottom
of the vase he was holding, and on the table in front Ismael’s secret to success is to make sure that he
of him were pots covered with hard edge geometric takes some time away from being a dad and husforms. In an easy-going voice he responded, “These band and spend it working in the ceramics studio on
are mine. This top part is sprayed; this lower part the weekends. In college he learned hand building,
is where I painted it with black glaze. It goes blue slip casting and spent about six months throwing.
when it’s thin.”
Now his current focus is to take the opportunity to
practice throwing on the studio’s great wheels. He’d
Ismael is from a small town in northern Spain called like to have his own studio at home some day but
Brugos. He has been interested in art since high wouldn’t want to leave the joys of community that
school. “To get into art school in Europe you are he finds with the CAG crowd.
required to do a classical drawing for eleven hours.
This is the entrance drawing; it’s very tough,” he
explained.
He studied sculpture and ceramics in College in Bilbao where he met his wife, Laura. She was studying
law. He followed her to Scotland, where they both
continued their respective educations. He studied
art at Gray’s School of art in Aberdeen.
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A Final Shush To You

Kudos to Beryl Snyder
and Sharon Garcia

By Gary Guglielmino

This will be my final report to you on the State of
the Library. I am proud to
state that the State of the
Library is strong, and much
cleaner than usual. Thanks
to Beryl Snyder and Aletha
Weins, the library room was
cleaned thoroughly, various
messes dealt with, and now
is a rather inviting space for people to enjoy and
inspect the library. Thank you both for an incredible
job—go check it out, it’s beautiful!

The studio seems to gleam when one enters now.
Roger has done a lot to brighten and energize it,
but some credit and applause go to Beryl Snyder
and Sharon Garcia who have renewed the CAG
master potter collection in the display cases.
They removed every piece, washed the shelves,
even painted the walls inside where needed,
washed each piece and artfully arranged them
back in the cases. They have developed a
number system whereby the pieces can be
identified by artist, date and any other information
they are able to discover about the piece. The
identification documents are posted on the front
of the display cases for everyone to see.

Beryl went on to clean the stacks and books themselves, remove duplicate books, and put them into
a logical alphabetic order. Much easier to search
for something now! The issue of what to do with the
duplicate books is an open question.

You will also notice that the CAG case is now in a
new location at the other end of the exhibit array.
The Flora and Fauna exhibit is now displayed.
According to the new chair of in-house exhibits,
Ismael Palomero, we will see new shows bimonthly.

Aletha Weins has volunteered to take over the Librarian position for CAG. She is a natural to be in
charge of the library—she has a MLS degree; that’s
a Master of Library Science. My conception of a
library, perhaps a bit outmoded, was of the Middle
Age variety where huge volumes were chained on
the shelves, read only by bald, fat, monks. Hey,
at least the books don’t get stolen! Aletha, on the
other hand, has some really interesting ideas that
will likely make the library more useful and available
to CAG members.
If you bump into Aletha or Beryl, congratulate them on a job well
done! Ask Aletha to let
you into the Library! If
anyone is interested in
joining a really fun group
of people on the library
committee, talk to Aletha.
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Aletha acknowledges
that library use – at
CAG and in general –
has declined as more
people turn to the
Internet for information
By Karen Horn
and inspiration.
Nonetheless, there is
nothing as wonderful
The Clay Arts Guild would like to welcome Aletha as a book in your hand
Wiens as our new librarian. Aletha has been a CAG to open your mind to
member for the past four years and after serving as new techniques and
treasurer for two years has decided to change her spark interest in new
focus as a CAG member. Aletha is easily identified projects. The CAG
by her habitual berets at work hand-building Library has a wide
range of books and
engaging sculptures.
magazines available for your use, both relatively
Aletha possess diverse and extensive academic ancient and very current. A wonderful addition
and work experiences. She graduated from to the library is the Guild’s DVD collection that
Acalanes High School and then received a degree Pete Coussoulis carefully copied from former
in Linguistics from UC Santa Cruz. She received CAG workshops and the old VHS tapes the Guild
her Masters from UC Berkeley School of Library purchased over the years. This amazing treasure,
Sciences in 1972, just before the school closed formerly locked in Pete’s office, is now available to
and was replaced by the School of Information be checked out by CAG members!
Sciences. With no librarian jobs to be found, she
worked for KRON TV for several years before getting Aletha’s goal for the library is to transform it into a
a Bachelors of Fine Arts from the California College welcoming space and to encourage CAG members
of the Arts, majoring in sculpture. She worked to use the library and to ultimately return items
in Oakland designing jewelry for several years they have borrowed. Aletha and Library Committee
before becoming a Certified Public Accountant. Members have keys to the locked cabinets and
Aletha worked as a CPA for several non-profits would LOVE to help you check out items from
including the SF Symphony, SF Ballet, and the SF the library. Committee member names are posted
Art Institute. She retired as a CPA a few years ago on the door of the locked cabinet. In an effort to
and was able to return to her love of sculpture and increase library use, committee members will
periodically announce their presence at the studio.
design.
Just as teachers ask if anyone wants clay, they will
For the past two years Aletha has been CAG ask if anyone wants books or DVD’s from the library.
Treasurer. Working at the computer in the CAG
Library, she was drawn to improving the atmosphere Aletha’s wish list for the library includes additional
and use of the library. Her first task was to generate locking bookcases and a donated used flat screen
a survey among the other Library Committee TV. This would give CAG members the option of
members to see what goals and suggestions they watching CAG DVD’s during open studio.
had for the library. For the past months Beryl
Welcome Aletha!
Snyder has begun the huge task cleaning up the
library and reorganizing the books and periodicals,
and both Beryl and Aletha completed the cleanup
job, vacuuming out the cobwebs and disposing
much of what has accumulated in there over the
years.

ALETHA WIENS
New Library Chair
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Forrest LeschMiddleton
Workshop
Smart phone cameras popped up
frequently all through the Foreast
Lesch-Middleton workshop last
weekend. About fifty participants,
many of them CAG members,
were mesmerized with Forest’s
demonstrations of design transfer
techniques on pottery. But they
were as equally taken with
his humorous, interesting and
entertaining stories, mostly about
his lifetime escapades leading
to where he is today. Following
the workshop, he was headed
to Trax Gallery in Berkeley for a
reception, where his work is on
exhibit until April 6th. (Check out
the info on the back page.)

Empty Bowls
Working to end hunger, Empty Bowls organizes a fundraiser,
whereby soup is served in handcrafted bowls, which are given to
the donor at the end of the meal. All the funds raised go to support
the food banks in Contra Costa and Solano counties. Clay Arts
Guild members contributed 100 bowls this year, and that was
within a one-week notice.
If you are interested in participating in the soup service, it will
take place in Concord on Saturday March 15th from 4-6:00pm or
Sunday in Fairfield from 4-6:00pm. It is $15 for individuals and $40
for a family of four. For questions contact Renee at rbaptiste@
foodbankccs.org.
The food banks serve 149,000 people each month. Sixteen million
pounds of food was distributed in 2012, enough for 13 million
meals. One third of the food distributed was fresh produce, and
95¢ of every dollar donated goes directly to the food programs.
One in four of the recipients are children.

The CAG members attending
received nearly a 50% discount
of their workshop fees. This was
made possible because of the
Guild support in conjunction with
the City of Walnut Creek to bring
these awesome Master Potter
Workshops to the studio.
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and techniques. Kimbal fondly recalled participating
in two all night cone 10 firings at James’s home in
Richmond. “And then of course Michael Berkley has
been an important influence both in many years of
Friday night Raku firings as well has his famous pit
firings at Dillon Beach. Those were truly special.”

Meet

KIMBAL
AUREGUY

New CAG Treasurer

Kimbal clearly loves wheel throwing. As he stated,
“I have never made a pinch pot nor have I rolled
out a slab or tried to make any sculpture. Wheel
throwing has been my passion and simple classic
forms (my preference for nonfunctional pieces,
vases, and flared bowls) most pleasing to my eye
NEVER altered.” He enjoys Raku best, along with
pit fire and high-fire work. He prefers Soldate for
large pieces and porcelain for smaller ones. “As
everyone knows porcelain is a must for cone 10
and really produces the best colors in Raku.”

by Terry Cullen

As a fairly new potter,
I have not met many
of the individuals
involved in CAG.
So when asked to
interview Kimbal for
the CAG Newsletter,
I didn’t know anything
about him and hadn’t
With respect to being CAG treasurer, he told me
spoken to him except
he jumped at the chance when he got Rob Savre’s
for introductions at
e-mail announcing that CAG needed a volunteer
the February board
for the position ASAP. He felt he had the time and
meeting. As it turns
the background needed for the position, as he had
out, he’s quite an
built budgets as a vice president with Weyerhaeuser
interesting person and I am delighted to know he and a director with GMAC. He “always enjoyed
is our new treasurer.
‘numbers’” and “loves preparing taxes.” In fact, he
currently volunteers with an IRS/AARP sponsored
Kimbal started potting in 1993, when he heard tax preparation program for seniors in Livermore.
about a ceramics class being offered in Oakland.
He spent two semesters there and then learned So, now that CAG has a paid accountant, I’m sure
that there was a good program right here in Walnut many CAG members wonder just what Kimbal’s
Creek. Kimbal has been a CAG member since duties as treasurer will be. He said he would be
then. I asked him what drew him to ceramics in managing the budget; collecting, accounting for,
general and the studio in particular, and he told me and depositing funds; and co-approving CAG
he had “this desire to wheel throw” as long as he expenditures. He will also categorize receipts for
could remember. “When ‘midlife crisis’ set upon me, Eileen, our accountant. He feels that “because of
it was time to give it a try. I have been passionate Eileen, the treasurer role is quite a bit less taxing
about it for most of the last 21 years with only short than it would have been in previous years. It’s more
periods of ‘burn out.’ Part of the attraction to CAG about cashiering than accounting and is certainly
has been the camaraderie; all the acquaintances seasonal in nature.” The most time consuming
over the years that have meant so much, both with part of his duties relate to processing CAG dues
members and teachers.”
quarterly and handling sales receipts for CAG
sales, along with donations, tool sales, and CAG
The teachers he particularly remembers include pot-donation sales. Finally, he said he wanted to
Andrea Thompson, who introduced him to Raku. thank Ann Henderson for keeping detailed records
“Her firings with her ‘Raku-kus’ as she referred us, of all members and their payments, which makes
both at the studio and her home, were memorable.” his job easier.
He also mentioned that James Sleeper, a former
instructor, was a true talent, with wonderful glazes
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Available in the studio
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For the last 6 months I have been air brushing
my glazes. In doing so, I mix up glazes and keep
them in small jars. As we all know, glazes have to
be mixed and the glazes in these small jars often
are very difficult to remix. This also happens to our
jars of underglazes. I discovered a battery operated
paint mixer put out by Badger. I purchased it for
less than $10 and it has been a time saver and well
worth the investment.

Betsy submitted her Hot Tip for Kiln’ Time
and received a free bag of clay. Now it’s
your turn. You need to try your hot tip,
write about it and send it to Ann Henderson
annadele@comcast.net for the newsletter.
If you learned about it from someone else,
read it in a book or on the internet, it would
be nice for you to give credit where credit
is due, but the free bag of clay is yours if
it is published. An accompanying photo is
always welcome.

Anyone who has never made a mistake has
never tried.
				—Albert Einstein
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DATES TO
REMEMBER
March 21 — Last class for
Winter Quarter
March 22-28 –– Studio 		
Closed
March 29 — First class of
Spring Quarter
April 30-May 4 Studio closed
for Spring Sale
May 2-4 — CAG Spring 		
Ceramics Sale
May 25-26 –– Studio Closed
for Memorial Day 		
weekend
June 13 –– Last day of the
Spring Quarter

HERE YEE, HEAR YEE
Notes from the Kiln Room

•There is a delay on the delivery of the new kilns.
ETA is last week in March. Positive side of that is
studio will be closed, so installation will not disturb
daily operations of the studio.
•Studio modifications are still under way. Check out back yard and
clay room.
•Display cases have been renovated and all the pieces cleaned,
photographed and cataloged.
•A new roof for the studio will be installed this summer.
•Bats and ware boards are an issue. Some members have donated
ware boards (plywood). Thank you Pino and Karen Horn! If students
want bats, they must bring their own. The studio cannot keep providing bats if student(s) “borrow” them on a permanent basis. We had
hundreds of them. Down to about approximately thirty.
•The studio is getting a new projection screen, projector, laptop and
speakers. This will help modernize our Master Potter Workshops and
can enhance teaching.
•At the end of this quarter, I plan to purge any unwanted bisque ware
and any other bisque that is not suited for glazing or resale.

CLAY FOR SALE
SOLDATE ‘60’
SANDSTONE BUFF
B.MIX(with grog)
B.MIX (plain)
SCULPTURE MIX
BLACK MOUNTAIN
6-TILE PORCELAIN
XX SAGGAR
PAPER CLAY
BABU PORCELAIN

$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$25.00
$25.00

•All work is being fired at a faster rate, so at the end of the quarter
there should be less work to deal with. It would also be very helpful
to the studio staff, if work is glazed in a timely manner for firing and
taken home promptly.
•If you asked about the firings or things about the studio, please direct
them to me, and I will do my best to answer all questions regarding
studio issues.
•In the past, studio rumors have plagued and eroded the harmony of
the studio. Such as, how the kilns are being fired, pots being stolen
and what the City of Walnut Creek is going to do or not do etc. Ask
me first. It’s okay to say, “I don’t know, let me ask Roger” I have been
trying to step up the cleanliness and the overall look of the studio and
I think it’s looking great! I want to thank all of you, for your help, in
making this facility a safe and pleasant place to work.

ROGER

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE
TO THE CITY OF WALNUT CREEK
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What’s Happening in the Clay World
EXHIBITS & EVENTS
Orinda Books: showing Gerry
Wallace Ceramics
(former CAG Member)
April 25, 10:00AM5:00PM, one day show
and sale.

Trax Gallery Three Perspectives
Forrest Lesch-Middelton,
Peter Pincus and Sandy
Simon
1812 5th Street, Berkeley
March 8 - April 6, 2014

NCECA: Material World, 48th
annual conference in
Milwaukee, WI, March
Lafayette Gallery: Location,
19-20, 2014
Location, Location Open
Tuesdays-Saturdays:
CCAC: Annual California
11:00AM-5:00PM.
Conference for the
Advancement for
Ceramic Art, Davis, CA,
April 25-27, 2014.

INTERESTING
WEBSITES
http://www.artpoints.net/
calendar.html calendar
of juried exhibitions and
art competitions all over
the US.
http://ceramicartsdaily.org/
education/residencies/
A list of United States
Residencies for
ceramic artists

CLAYARTSGUILD
City of Walnut Creek
111 N. Wiget Lane
Walnut Creek, CA 94598

To view the CAG Newsletter in full color, go to: www.clayartsguild.com
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